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presenting overviews of diagnosis, slow viruses, and immune function as applied to
schizophrenia. The major benefit of reading these conference proceedings, however,
is learning, by the kind of data presented and questions asked, what experts in these
fields actually do in their work. This gives the reader a much better sense of the
concepts involved in, and the criteria used for, establishing facts in a given discipline
than could be provided by a simple statement of current knowledge.
EARL GILLER, JR.
Department of Psychiatry
Yale University School of Medicine
ENDURANCE OF LIFE, THE IMPLICATIONS OF GENETICS FOR HUMAN LIFE. By Sir
Macfarlane Burnet. New York, Cambridge University Press, 1978. 230 pp. $16.95.
It is perhaps one of the prerogatives of pre-eminence in a given field that a scholar
may give us his opinion on a variety of other subjects as well, and be assured of an
attentive audience. As one ofthe founders ofthe modern science of immunology, and
as a man whose intellectual standing is unassailable, Sir Macfarlane Burnet takes full
advantage of his position to range over a wide variety ofsubjects, and to put forward
many thought-provoking ideas. The book is ostensibly about ageing, and much
detailed biological research, perhaps too much for a popular work, is examined to
support the thesis that ageing is primarily caused by the accumulation ofgenetic and
metabolic errors in somatic cells. Errors in repair processes and in the immune system
are particularly stressed. The author discusses various genetic diseases and there is an
entire chapter devoted to Xeroderma Pigmentosum which is thought, owing to its
effect on DNA repair mechanisms, to be an analogue of normal ageing. Other
possible mechanisms of ageing get a shorter treatment, and there is an almost
unreasonable neglect ofthe idea that viruses may cause deleterious long-term changes
in cells.
From talking about genetic defects as a cause of ageing, and genetic defects in
general, the author steps into more tenuous territory by advancing a rather extreme
genetic determinism for individuals as well as for society. Aggression and the desire
for dominance, according to Burnet, are innate in men and hence so is evil conduct.
These constantly need to be held in check by rational virtue though women being
innately less aggressive may also be innately good. It is an argument that will without
doubt infuriate "liberated" women, and men may be no less annoyed. Also since evil
conduct is genetic, so is crime, and all attempts to significantly reform individuals or
society are doomed according to the author. Reading such passages one wonders
whether pessimism and the apparent failure of social panaceas have not brought
about in the author a state of despair, which then seeks tojustify itself by blaming all
problems on an evil about which nothing can be done. Similarly, the rather
conventional arguments brought forward to show that the genetically stupid are
reproducing rapidly at the expense of the intelligent, fail to carry conviction.
In sketchingthe prognosis ofthe human race over the next million years the author
looks to gradual genetic change and the establishment ofan ecological steady state as
the best hopes we have. Even if this is right, some fundamental points remain
unaddressed. For example, within the biological ethic which Burnet espouses, why
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biologically it cannot do us the slightest good? In spite ofsuch limitations this a book
that has the potential to stir many people from their dogmatic slumbers.
VIJAY THADANI
Graduate Student
Department of Biology
Yale University
ENZYME STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM. By Alan Fersht. San Francisco, W.H.
Freeman and Co., 1977. 371 pp. $20.00.
This book explores the mechanisms of enzyme catalysis and specificity, from both
the theoretical and experimental points of view. The emphasis is on kinetics and
chemical thermodynamics as methods for establishing mechanisms at the atomic
level for enzymes whose tertiary structure has already been solved by X-ray
crystallography. Those with a good grasp of first-year organic chemistry, physical
chemistry, and introductory biochemistry will find that this book starts where their
basic courses left off, with a review of catalytic mechanisms and the equations of
enzyme kinetics, and then moves into such topics as pre-steady-state kinetics and
experimental methods, pH dependence, enzyme-substrate complementarity, and
specificity. One chapter is devoted to explaining in detail how kinetic experiments
have helped elucidate the mechanisms of selected enzymes by means of the detection
of intermediates; the author is careful to discuss what constitutes proofthat a certain
substance is an intermediate, and reviews sources of possible experimental error.
Although the book contains little on multi-substrate systems or on the methods of
structure determination themselves, it is nevertheless a well-written, compact intro-
duction to an important field.
RAPHAEL ZAHLER
Medical Student
Yale University School of Medicine
INHERITANCE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE. By Jon L. Karlsson. Chicago, Nelson-Hall,
1978. 206 pp. $14.95.
This book attempts to summarize the international scientific literature dealing with
the genetics of intelligence, and to form its own theories. It does a much more
admirable job with the former goal than the latter.
Karlsson relies heavily on studies done with twins and foster-reared children to
show that there is some hereditary basis for creative intelligence (as opposed to
"giftedness," which might be represented by an I.Q. score or by school achievement).
The methodology of the studies reviewed is often presented in unnecessary detail and
yet they are seldom given a critical review. This strategy, therefore, leaves the reader
feeling overwhelmed by data without a unifying concept to connect them.
One challenging point which Karlsson makes is that persons afflicted with one or
more nonfunctional mutant genes are usually of superior intelligence, probably
because of increased cerebral activity. The evidence that is proposed, however, is
sketchy. This is the major problem with this work; it offers engaging ideas and then
neglects to synthesize the empirical evidence relating to them. It would have been